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SAP Flexible Real Estate
Management Real Estate Publishers BV
Seminar paper from the year 2007 in the
subject Business economics - Business
Management, Corporate Governance,
grade: 1,3, N rtingen University (Real
Estate Management), 41 entries in the
bibliography, language: English,
abstract: In our daily life, almost

everybody owns a portfolio of assets.
This portfolio could contain real assets
such as a car, or a house as well as
financial assets such as stocks, bonds or
real estate. The German real estate
market is influenced by the activity of
the Anglo-Saxon investors and so the
word asset management becomes more
and more famous. This paper deals with
the important real estate asset
management strategies, such as life
cycle costs, redevelopment, Markowitz-
Theory and diversification and sale and
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lease-back. They will all be explained
and especially the redevelopment
supported by some practical examples.
Also there is a small overview about
what assets could be and how important
real estate in this context is. Today the
topic asset management and its
strategies are very important, because it
becomes in the course of the
professionalizing of the real estate
management a basic instrument. The
process of finding the right strategies,
like the methods according to McKinsey
or the Boston Consulting Group won't be
mentioned or explained. Otherwise it
would extend the scope of this work. In
the last part follows a short summary
and a closing conclusion.
Portfolio Optimization and Performance
Analysis Routledge

After the fundamental volume and the
advanced technique volume, this volume
focuses on R applications in the
quantitative investment area.
Quantitative investment has been hot for
some years, and there are more and
more startups working on it, combined
with many other internet communities
and business models. R is widely used in
this area, and can be a very powerful
tool. The author introduces R
applications with cases from his own
startup, covering topics like portfolio
optimization and risk management.
Estimating the Costs of Financial
Regulation Springer
How To Have The Millionaire Mindset In
Real Estate And Be The Millionaire
Chapter 1 takes a close look at the
intuitive build-up approach in the
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formation of the direct real estate (DRE)
investment hurdle rates for new DRE
investing. Chapter 2 first examines the
existence of appraisal smoothing for
international DRE, via adopting the first
and fourth order autoregressive model,
to de-smooth the DRE total returns
(TRs). Secondly, the 3-factor AHP
(analytic hierarchy process) SAA
(strategic asset allocation) model is
studied by city and country. Chapter 3 is
concerned with the need to know the
DRE sector, in which the DRE asset(s)
are located and of interest to local and
international investors Chapter 3 focuses
on superior, comprehensive DRE market
(sector) structural behaviour market
(sector) analysis, Chapter 4 looks in-
depth at the risk adjusted return on
capital (RAROC) on an ex-ante basis.

RAROC is found, by dividing the
expected TR in US$ terms by the RAROC
capital, for individual pan Asia office
sectors “i”. Chapter 5 acknowledges the
in-depth contribution via value investing
principles and the approaches, to
evaluate the SG real estate investment
trust (SREIT) common stocks. The
“margin of safety” is also examined and
pivotal on analytical reasoning and
empirical data. Chapter 6 looks at the
zone of expectation, which may well be
generated from relatively wide H (high)
and L (low) bands. Such wide bands
accord with the SG private residential
sector conditions. Chapter 7 offers this
book’s conclusion
Asset Management & Portfolio
Optimization Apress
Optimization of international securitized
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real estate portfolios has been a key
topic for several decades. However,
most previous analysis has focused on
regional diversification by applying the
traditional mean-variance (MV)
framework suggested by Markowitz
(1952) even if the limitations of this
approach are well-known. Thus, we focus
on a more suitable and appealing
downside risk (DR) framework suggested
by Estrada (2008), which applies a
similar optimization algorithm as the MV
framework. The analysis covers the eight
largest securitized real estate markets
from January 1990 to December 2009
and thus captures a more global
perspective. The main findings are as
follows: first, the return distributions are
non-normally distributed and negatively
skewed. Second, optimal portfolio

weights differ substantially between the
MV and DR approach. Third, portfolio
weights are shifted from the U.S. and
Australian market to the Dutch and the
French market when applying the DR
framework instead of the MV framework.
Fourth, the dominance of the DR
framework is well-documented by
comparing out-of-sample performance.
The empirical results are remarkable and
emphasize the practical merit of the
presented DR framework for investors
and portfolio managers.
Optimal Time to Sell in Real Estate
Portfolio Management Partridge
Publishing Singapore
Introducing "Building Wealth in Real
Estate Investment" - your ultimate guide
to unlocking the power of real estate and
creating lasting wealth! Are you
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searching for a proven path to financial
freedom? Do you want to tap into the
incredible potential of real estate
investment but feel overwhelmed by the
complexities of the market? Look no
further! "Building Wealth in Real Estate
Investment" is your roadmap to
harnessing the lucrative opportunities
and building a portfolio that will secure
your financial future. Authored by
renowned real estate investment
experts, this comprehensive book
provides you with a wealth of
knowledge, strategies, and insider tips
that will empower you to navigate the
world of real estate with confidence.
Whether you're a novice investor or a
seasoned pro, this guide will equip you
with the tools you need to make
informed decisions and achieve

unparalleled success. Inside "Building
Wealth in Real Estate Investment," you'll
embark on an enlightening journey as
you: 1. Master the fundamentals: Lay a
solid foundation for your real estate
journey by understanding the
fundamental concepts and principles
that drive successful investments. From
property valuation to market analysis,
this book covers all the essential
elements you need to know to make
informed decisions. 2. Identify lucrative
opportunities: Discover how to spot
hidden gems in the market, identify
emerging trends, and capitalize on
untapped opportunities. Uncover the
secrets of successful property sourcing,
and learn how to evaluate properties
with precision to ensure maximum
returns on your investments. 3.
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Leverage creative financing: Unlock the
power of creative financing strategies
that will allow you to invest in real estate
even with limited capital. From
traditional mortgages to partnerships
and syndications, this book explores
various financing options that will help
you maximize your investment potential.
4. Mitigate risks and maximize rewards:
Real estate investing comes with its
share of risks, but this book teaches you
how to mitigate them effectively. Learn
how to conduct due diligence, navigate
legal complexities, and implement risk
management strategies that will
safeguard your investments and ensure
long-term profitability. 5. Build a high-
performance portfolio: Discover the art
of portfolio diversification and how to
strategically select and manage different

types of properties. Gain insights into
portfolio optimization, asset allocation,
and exit strategies that will enable you
to build a robust and high-performing
real estate portfolio. 6. Tap into passive
income streams: Real estate investment
can generate passive income that frees
you from the constraints of traditional
employment. Uncover strategies to
create passive income streams through
rental properties, real estate
syndications, and other innovative
investment models, allowing you to
achieve financial independence and live
life on your terms. With its practical
advice, real-life case studies, and step-
by-step guidance, "Building Wealth in
Real Estate Investment" is a must-have
resource for anyone seeking to create
lasting wealth through real estate. No
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matter your level of experience, this
book will empower you to take control of
your financial future and unlock the
incredible potential of real estate
investment. Don't let this opportunity
pass you by! Get your copy of "Building
Wealth in Real Estate Investment" and
embark on a transformative journey
towards financial freedom and a lifetime
of prosperity through real estate.
Handbook of Portfolio Construction
Taylor & Francis
This Plan considers opportunities to
enhance the portfolio and the Real
Estate Development and Management
Department (REDM) for the State of
Florida. The plan goes beyond
transaction opportunities to reduce cost
by examining existing processes,
departmental, and operational needs

and in some cases legislative constraints
that impact the Department's ability to
perform at a high level.
Foundations of Real Estate Financial
Modelling Magna Vita Publishing
We examine the dynamics and
transmission of conditional volatilities
with multiple structural changes in
return volatility using Bai and Perron
(2003)'s methodology, across five major
securitized real estate markets as well
as employing a multivariate regime-
dependent asymmetric dynamic
covariance methodology (MRDADC) that
allows the conditional matrix to be both
time- and state-varying. Our results
imply that a multiple-regime time
varying asymmetric variance and
covariance approach is important in
modeling real estate securities valuation
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and selection and portfolio optimization,
and is consistent with popular beliefs
that market volatility changes over time.
Our MRDADC models detect the
presence of significant mean-volatility
linkages across the five major
securitized real estate markets under
different volatility regimes and would
have implications for global investor in
terms of estimating a dynamic risk-
minimizing hedge ratio in international
portfolio management.
An Asian Direct and Indirect Real Estate
Investment Analysis John Wiley & Sons
Portfolio management is an ongoing
process of constructing portfolios that
balances an investor's objectives with
the portfolio manager's expectations
about the future. This dynamic process
provides the payoff for investors.

Portfolio management evaluates
individual assets or investments by their
contribution to the risk and return of an
investor's portfolio rather than in
isolation. This is called the portfolio
perspective. Thus, by constructing a
diversified portfolio, a portfolio manager
can reduce risk for a given level of
expected return, compared to investing
in an individual asset or security.
According to modern portfolio theory
(MPT), investors who do not follow a
portfolio perspective bear risk that is not
rewarded with greater expected return.
Portfolio diversification works best when
financial markets are operating normally
compared to periods of market turmoil
such as the 2007-2008 financial crisis.
During periods of turmoil, correlations
tend to increase thus reducing the
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benefits of diversification. Portfolio
management today emerges as a
dynamic process, which continues to
evolve at a rapid pace. The purpose of
Portfolio Theory and Management is to
take readers from the foundations of
portfolio management with the
contributions of financial pioneers up to
the latest trends emerging within the
context of special topics. The book
includes discussions of portfolio theory
and management both before and after
the 2007-2008 financial crisis. This
volume provides a critical reflection of
what worked and what did not work
viewed from the perspective of the
recent financial crisis. Further, the book
is not restricted to the U.S. market but
takes a more global focus by highlighting
cross-country differences and practices.

This 30-chapter book consists of seven
sections. These chapters are: (1)
portfolio theory and asset pricing, (2) the
investment policy statement and
fiduciary duties, (3) asset allocation and
portfolio construction, (4) risk
management, (V) portfolio execution,
monitoring, and rebalancing, (6)
evaluating and reporting portfolio
performance, and (7) special topics.
Real Estate in a Mixed Asset Portfolio
CRC Press
Staff Discussion Notes showcase the
latest policy-related analysis and
research being developed by individual
IMF staff and are published to elicit
comment and to further debate. These
papers are generally brief and written in
nontechnical language, and so are aimed
at a broad audience interested in
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economic policy issues. This Web-only
series replaced Staff Position Notes in
January 2011.
Advanced REIT Portfolio
Optimization Diplomica Verlag
Seminar paper from the year 2012 in the
subject Business economics - Investment
and Finance, grade: 8.0, Maastricht
University (SBE), course: Investment
analysis and portfolio management,
language: English, abstract: Most of
today’s portfolios include bonds and
equities. This composition enables
investors to reduce firm-specific risk and
diversify among different asset classes.
Important assets that could further
enhance diversification are investments
in real estate. The risk-reducing effect of
real estate partly stems from its local
nature. Furthermore, investors, both

local and international, face differences
concerning the information available
with respect to the real estate market
and the bond or stock market. The
former offers less information to
investors than the latter market. Real
estate markets are less integrated,
which means that there are not many
investments made in this market. This
can be a further explanation of the
positive diversification effects of real
estate. Therefore, one could ask whether
direct- or indirect real estate investment
enhances diversification. The purpose of
this report is to investigate whether
there is a positive diversification effect
of real estate on the risk of a portfolio.
The report takes a look at previous
findings of researchers concerning the
diversification effect of real estate and
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proceeds with the analysis of the
descriptive statistics. Next, the
correlation between indirect and direct
real estate, bonds and equity is
examined followed by.....
The Value of Real Estate Investment
Trust Allocations to Multi-Asset Portfolio
Optimization in Expanding and
Contracting Economic Environments
Partridge Publishing Singapore
This book analyzes several investment
strategies that are applied to an
international equity portfolio. The
evaluated strategies are: the Simple
Crossover Moving Average, the Equally
Weighted Portfolio, the Minimum
Variance Portfolio, the Certainty
Equivalent Tangency Portfolio, the James
Stein Estimator and the Black Litterman
Model. Besides the applied methodology

part which demonstrates how to
implement the considered strategies,
the empirical section shows from the
viewpoint of a European investor
whether the final performance
parameters are mainly due to returns of
foreign markets or through exchange
rate developments. The investigation is
carried out from an ex ante as well as
from an ex post perspective. In order to
examine the time window of a strategy,
the in- and the out of the sample periods
are varied. The empirical investigation
indicates that - the relative young more
sophisticated approaches are superior to
the traditional strategies, the impact of
exchange rate developments cannot be
ignored in an equity portfolio, nearly no
conclusion can be drawn in the context
of a superior in- and out of the sample
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period.
R for Programmers John Wiley & Sons
This book provides an investor-friendly
presentation of the premises and
applications of the quantitative finance
models governing investment in one
asset class of publicly traded stocks,
specifically real estate investment trusts
(REITs). The models provide highly
advanced analytics for REIT investment,
including: portfolio optimization using
both historic and predictive return
estimation; model backtesting; a
complete spectrum of risk assessment
and management tools with an emphasis
on early warning systems, risk
budgeting, estimating tail risk, and
factor analysis; derivative valuation; and
incorporating ESG ratings into REIT
investment. These quantitative finance

models are presented in a unified
framework consistent with dynamic
asset pricing (rational finance). Given its
scope and practical orientation, this
book will appeal to investors interested
in portfolio optimization and innovative
tools for investment risk assessment.
Optimization of Bank Portfolios
Springer Nature
The most comprehensive guide in the
world for making money in real estate
using artificial intelligence. Discover the
secrets to boosting your real estate
profits with the power of AI. You'll learn
how to leverage cutting-edge technology
to streamline your business and stay
ahead of the competition. From finding
the best properties to predicting market
trends, this ebook shows you how AI can
help you make smarter investment
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decisions and maximize your returns.
Whether you're a seasoned real estate
professional or just starting out, this
guide is a must-read for anyone looking
to stay ahead in today's fast-paced
market. Don't miss out on the
opportunity to revolutionize your
business with the help of AI.
Europe Real Estate Yearbook 2005
Oxford University Press
We all know for diversification purposes
we cannot "put all our eggs in one
basket." Markowitz's Modern Portfolio
Theory leads us to diversify our portfolio
to achieve the highest Sharp ratio.
Fama-French's Three-Factor Model links
the asset's characteristics to the risk-
return profile and further advances the
portfolio theory. However, in practice,
due to uncertainty and lack of data,

none of those theories gets implemented
in a way that can help construct a
complex portfolio and generate portfolio
optimization strategies. Especially for
the Commercial Real Estate Industry,
investors face challenges in long-term
data collection and a tremendous
amount of data processing. In 2009,
Michael W. Brandt, Pedro Santa-Clara,
and Rossen Valkanov explored a new
approach that fundamentally improves
the portfolio optimization methodology.
They modeled the portfolio weight in
each asset as a function of the asset's
characteristics and the associated
capital market conditions. The
coefficients of this function are found by
optimizing the investor's average utility
of the portfolio's return over the sample
period. This approach is computationally
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simple, and can be easily modified to
include more asset characteristics and
capital market variables. In a later study,
Alberto Plazzi, Walter Torous, and
Rossen Valkanov applied Brandt, Santa-
Clara, and Valkanov's methodology to
optimize commercial real estate
portfolios, and explored several
techniques in commercial real estate
portfolio management. This thesis
follows Plazzi, Torous and Valkanov's
research framework, applies the
methodology to a specific real estate
investment fund, and proposes several
innovations to further explore the
application of this theory in real estate
fund management. First, I propose to
rebalance the portfolio annually because
real estate transactions are less frequent
compared with other types of assets,

such as stocks or bonds. Second, I
construct sub-portfolios by property type
and region because the sub-portfolio
optimization can provide practical
suggestions to specific asset managers
in charge of a specific type of property
or a specific region. Finally, I include
capital market indicators, such as the
Chicago Fed National Activity Index and
Liquidity Metrics. These innovations use
academic research to inform practice,
thus providing asset managers practical
suggestions to guide wealth allocation
across different commercial properties,
and to take advantage of movements in
expected returns arising from the
changing macroeconomic conditions.
How Artificial Intelligence Can Make You
More Money In Real Estate CRC Press
Chapter 1 examines the significance of
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‘green’ buildings on the operational and
financial performance of REITs. The
Chapter covers different direct real
estate sectors, namely office, retail and
residential, for the REITS concerned to
evaluate the consistency of the results.
Chapter 2 looks at the risk neutral and
non-risk neutral pricing of real estate
investment trusts in Singapore (S-REITs),
via comparing the average of the
individual ratios (of deviation between
expected and observed closing
price/observed closing price), with the
ratio (of standard deviation/mean) for
closing prices, via the binomial options
pricing tree model. Chapter3 highlights
that while the Markowitz portfolio theory
(MPT) is popular in modern finance to
model portfolios with maximum total
returns (TRs) for a given systematic risk,

the more flexible multivariate copula
model is introduced that enables
investors and portfolio managers to
obtain the optimal portfolio. Chapter 4
looks at a value investing framework, in
which a REIT and real estate comany
investment operation is deemed to be
one, where a “thorough analysis”, should
promise the safety of a principal and an
adequate total return. Chapter 5
examines the market reactions of
Malaysia’s listed property trusts and
property common stocks to corporate
restructuring activities – direct real
estate asset acquisitions and new
listings. Chapter 6 reports the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS)
consultations with the Inland Revenue
Authority of Singapore (IRAS) and the
Ministry of Finance (MOF), to introduce
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the Income Tax Act (ITA) amendments,
and a new temporary relief measure for
real estate investment trusts (REITs) in
Singapore. The Chapter also looks at the
proposal by the Asian Public Real Estate
Association (APREA) to the MAS, to
create a private REIT structure Chapter 7
looks at the key issues and notes on the
valuation of the public real estate
investment trusts (REITs) and the real
estate companies, adopting several
valuation metrics to value REITs on a
stand-alone and a relative basis. Chapter
8 looks at the unique Asian REIT
institutional environment, pertaining to
the S-REIT, while cross referencing it to
that of the CapitaMall Trust (S-CMT) and
the Hong Kong HK- Link REIT. Chapter 9
summarises the book’s findings and
highlights the contributions and

recommendations made.
Incorporating Property Characteristics
and Capital Market Conditions in
Optimizing Commercial Real Estate
Portfolios Pension fund investment in
real estateReal Estate in a Mixed Asset
Portfolio
Property derivatives have the potential
to revolutionize real estate - the last
major asset class without a liquid
derivatives market. The new instruments
offer ease and flexibility in the
management of property risk and return.
Property funds, insurance companies,
pension and life funds, speculators,
hedge funds or any asset manager with
a view on the real estate market can
apply the new derivatives to hedge
property risk, to invest synthetically in
real estate, or for portfolio optimization.
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Moreover, developers, builders, home
suppliers, occupiers, banks, mortgage
lenders and governmental agencies can
better cope with their real estate
exposure using property derivatives.
This book is a practical introduction to
property derivatives and their numerous
applications. Providing a comprehensive
overview of the property derivatives
market and indices, there is also in-
depth coverage of pricing, hedging and
risk management, which will deepen the
readers understanding of the market's
mechanisms. Covering both the
theoretical and practical aspects of the
property derivatives markets; this book
is the definitive reference guide to a new
and fast-growing market.
A Class of Its Own? The Role of
Sustainable Real Estate in a Conditional

Value at Risk Multi-Asset Portfolio
Springer Nature
This paper examines the properties of
optimal times to sell a diversified real
estate portfolio. The portfolio value is
supposed to be the sum of the
discounted free cash flows and the
discounted terminal value (the
discounted selling price). According to
Baroni et al. (2007b), we assume that
the terminal value corresponds to the
real estate index. The optimization
problem corresponds to the
maximization of a quasi-linear utility
function. We consider three cases. The
first one assumes that the investor
knows the probability distribution of the
real estate index. However, at the initial
time, he has to choose one deterministic
optimal time to sell. The second one
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considers an investor who is perfectly
informed about the market dynamics.
Whatever the random event that
generates the path, he knows the entire
path from the beginning. Then, given the
realization of the random variable, the
path is deterministic for this investor.
Therefore, at the initial time, he can
determine the optimal time to sell for
each path of the index. Finally, the last
case is devoted to the analysis of the
intertemporal optimization, based on the
American option approach. We compute
the optimal solution for each of these
three cases and compare their
properties. The comparison is also made
with the buy-and-hold strategy.
Pension fund investment in real estate
Springer Nature
Learn SAP's real estate management

integrated solution to effectively manage
the real estate portfolio at your
organization. You will configure SAP
REFX for business scenarios covering
solutions from master data to financial
posting and reporting. You will address
all phases of the real estate life cycle,
including real estate acquisition or
disposal, portfolio management, and
property and technical management. To
succeed in today's global and highly
competitive economy, asset optimization
in real estate management has become
a strategic task. Organizations need to
ensure insight into their property
portfolio to make informed decisions,
improve portfolio performance, and
reduce compliance costs. Sophisticated
solutions are needed to manage
changing consumer demands and the
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global workforce as well as information
management, compliance adherence,
and leasing and property management.
SAP Flexible Real Estate Management by
Daithankar is a full-featured book that
integrates REFX with Controlling (CO),
Plant and Maintenance (PM), CRM, SAP
AA (ssset accounting), and SAP PS
(project systems). You will refer to real-
world, practical examples to illustrate
configuration concepts and processes,
and learn in an interactive, hands-on
way through the use of screenshots,
menu paths, and transaction codes
throughout the book. What You Will
Learn: Understand the SAP REFX
Solutions landscape and industry best
practices for SAP REFX implementation
Configure SAP REFX Integrate REFX with
other modules Understand how

processes are supported by SAP REFX
Who This Book Is For: CIOs/CEOs of
organizations with real estate portfolios,
SAP REFX purchasing decision makers,
SAP REFX pre-sales teams, SAP REFX
implementation/AMS consultants
Computational Science and Its
Applications – ICCSA 2021 GRIN Verlag
The Europe Real Estate Yearbook 2005
places commercial property in a financial
context. It seeks to bridge the gap
between the world of real estate
development and the world of indices.
With the aim to create a more
transparent market, it presents analyses
of European property funds, round table
discussions with investors and
developers, interviews with industry
leaders, Whos Who and a European
Index.Europe Real Estate is published in
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co-operation with RICS, EPRA, IPD, GPR,
INREV, AFIRE, ULI, CoreNet and
GRI.Special featuresCRE and RICS are
Bridging an OceanHines: Follow the
marketsEPRA goes from strength to
strengthPortrait of architect Mario
BottaINREV crusading for non-listed
transparencyMan of the Year: Jan Doets,
ING Real EstateUBS about REITS and
listed real estateProf. Dr. S. Eijffinger:
Europe integrates through the
backdoorRICS: President Barry
Gilbertson about IFRSIPD: Rupert
Nabarro about 20 years of IPDICSC:
serving shopping center
professionalsEPC: interview with Hans
MartensRound table: Central and Eastern
EuropeEditors choice: Real Estate Fund
for schools in AfghanistanAn overview of
the major real estate developments in

EuropeIndustry Trends: the expert
opinionFinancial Pages featuring the 100
biggest listed real estate funds
Routledge Companion to Real Estate
Development Partridge Publishing
Singapore
This book is dedicated to real estate
scholastic work, in advancing the greater
understanding of real estate investment
analysis. This is because there has been
limited research in bringing out clearly
the uncertainty or risk, which is
quantifiable uncertainty in real estate
market analysis. Even real estate market
research, which is carried out as an
industry practice among private real
estate researches, is no exception.
Another reason is that it has been widely
accepted that while the financial
revolution has substantially changed
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many sectors of the financial industry, it
has made little impact on real estate
development and investment practice as
Ill as scholastic work. Furthermore, while
it is readily acknowledged that despite
its huge share in the world Ialth, real
estate investment discipline and
research is on the whole still a poorly
researched subject area. As a result, the
industry tends to be dominated by
traditional real estate analysts with little
understanding of real estate market
uncertainty and capital markets. These
commentators are widely regarded to
spend too much time worrying about
local space supply and demand
conditions, while totally losing sight of
the everchanging real estate market and
capital market conditions. The theme of
this book is real estate investment

analysis of direct and indirect real, which
in turn can be appropriately managed
under economic theory and the
theoretical conceptions of real estate
finance, provided the uncertainty is
quantifiable. The book deploys case
studies involving Singapore and Asia.
This Black over White background viii
framework enables real estate market
analysis to attempt what defines the
Asian direct and indirect real estate
sectors; what is being measured; how it
behaves (in terms of price and non-price
factors); how it is structured and how it
effectively achieves the objectives of
sustainable total returns and
manageable real estate market
uncertainty. Managing real estate
market uncertainty optimally is achieved
at the portfolio level through real estate
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asset allocation. This is important
because the real estate portfolio is able
to virtually eliminate the unique (i.e.
specific) uncertainties among the
various Asian real estate sectors; thus
retaining within the portfolio only the
systemic (i.e. market-wide) uncertainty.
Apart from real estate asset allocation,
the alternative and modern approach to
risk management at the portfolio level, is
the value-at-risk (VaR) approach.
Another modern and important
alternative to coping with uncertainty is
real option analysis and pricing that help
to better define real estate market
uncertainty in extent and time. Real
option analysis and pricing also
represent uncertainty via a decision tree
and the risk-neutral probability
conception, in order to comprehend how

uncertainty impacts on the value of real
estate investment decisions. The pricing
of uncertainty is based on the risk-free
hedge security conception. These are
best examined at the micro level of the
investment in a real estate development
opportunity on vacant land.
Nevertheless, the real estate sectors in
Singapore and Asia offer promising
prospects since the Asian currency crisis
of 1997. It is now timely to take stock
and make an assessment of how the
sectors would pan out for the future, Ill
into at least rest the next century. I are
very pleased to present our thinking and
research in international real estate with
particular emphasis on Asia. The region’s
vast potential for real estate is itself a
large incentive for international real
estate research and education that has
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inspired me to document the significant
work I have done over the years. Black
over White background ix I wish all
readers a pleasurable reading of this
book, and I thank you sincerely for your
support without which the publication of

this book would be made all the more
difficult. Dr HO, Kim Hin / David Honorary
Professor (University of Hertfordshire,
UK) (International Real Estate & Public
Policy) March 2021.
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